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Dear Mr. Bruckman: 
 
 I appreciate your openness to reconsidering the legality of Santa Monica College’s 
self-funded contract education initiative.   Our decision to proceed with Santa Monica 
College’s new contract education initiative occurred only after giving serious 
consideration to the contrary opinion set forth by your office in Legal Opinion O 06-08 
(hereinafter “Nursing Opinion”).   Our statutory interpretation differs markedly from the 
longstanding position of your office.  For the reasons discussed below, we urge you to 
revisit the conclusion of the Nursing Opinion.  
 
 The Nursing Opinion was clearly motivated by a commitment to promote the 
values of Access and Equity.  Like everyone who cares about the mission of the 
California community colleges, the Santa Monica College (SMC) community is deeply 
committed to these values.  However, decisions about the specific policies that will 
promote these values are heavily context dependent.   As discussed below, we believe 
that current circumstances make it the case that the promotion of both Access and Equity 
weigh heavily in favor of the type of programming we are promoting. 
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 Choices about how best to promote our shared philosophical values are, however, 
not at issue here.  As members of a decentralized system, individual districts are given 
latitude in the development of their programs.  This latitude is enshrined in California 
Education Code section 70902, which states that the governing board of each community 
college district “may initiate and carry on any program, activity, or may otherwise act in 
any manner that is not in conflict with or inconsistent with, or preempted by, any law and 
that is not in conflict with the purposes for which community college districts are 
established.”1

 

  Therefore, below we will establish that the program proposed by the Santa 
Monica Community College District (SMCCD) “is not in conflict with or inconsistent 
with, or preempted by, any law and that [it] is not in conflict with the purposes for which 
community college districts are established.”  Not only is there no conflict between 
current law and the proposed program, but also there is both a solid statutory basis and 
relevant historical precedent for the program.  With all due respect, we believe the 
Nursing Opinion’s statutory analysis regarding the legality of such a program is deeply 
flawed.    

 In outline, our position is as follows.  Education Code section 78021 allows 
community colleges to provide contract education programs to nonprofit corporations.  
There is no statutory limitation on what these corporations can do with the seats.  
Regardless of its views of the program, the Chancellor’s office has no authority to 
regulate the activities of independent corporations that are not organized as auxiliary 
organizations to a community college.  Nor does it have the authority to interfere with the 
freedom of contract of individual community college students who may choose to 
contract with such a corporation. 
 
 Further, there is no statutory basis for interference with SMC’s decision to provide 
contract education through an affiliated nonprofit corporation.  On the contrary, there is 
historical precedent for such programs.  Prior to enacting the current contract education 
statute, the legislature commissioned a report about the state of contract education at 
California community colleges.2  The report showed that open-enrollment contract 
education was being offered at the time the current contract education statute was being 
drafted3 and that regular students were recruited for open-enrollment contract courses 
through on-campus advertisement.4

                                                 
1 Unless otherwise noted, all subsequent statutory references will be to the California Education Code. 

  The report also detailed the existence of independent 
nonprofit corporations that had been set up by districts to serve as affiliated contract 
education partners and suggested that the legislature consider whether the use of such 

2 Arthur Young & Co., Government Services Group, Study of Contractual Education Programs in the 
California Community Colleges: Report to the California Legislature and the Chancellor, California 
Community Colleges, (June, 1986).  A copy of the report is attached. 
3 Id., at 9, 10, 11. 
4 Id., at 11. 
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nonprofits was “within the scope of the community college’s mission.”5  Far from 
prohibiting them or restricting their use, the legislature chose only to regulate the naming 
of such entities and the district’s recovery of overhead costs from them.6

 

 By regulating 
these entities, the legislature obviously anticipated and implicitly endorsed their 
continued existence. 

I. Structure of the Proposed Program 
 

 A substantial and growing percentage of SMC’s institutional capacity is currently 
closed down due to diminishing state funding.  It is possible that, within the next year, 
budget cuts will have forced SMC to cut a fifth of its for-credit course sections.  We are 
under pressure from the local community, who paid for our facilities, to figure out a way 
to put them back into full operation regardless of what percentage of students the state 
funding formula suggests we should turn away. 

 
 To provide classes to the students we are currently turning away, SMC proposes to 
offer contract education through an affiliated nonprofit corporation, the mission of which 
is to benefit California residents by contracting with SMC to purchase SMC’s dormant 
capacity and put it back into productive use.  As required by section 78023(a), the 
nonprofit will “not use the name of a community college district or of a college of a 
community college district.”  As required by section 78023(b) the nonprofit will “not 
employ the resources and staff of a community college district without full compensation 
for all related costs.”  The capacity revivified by this contractual arrangement will then be 
made available to students at SMC’s actual cost of providing it.  Federal and state 
financial aid programs will remain available to students through SMC in much the same 
way as they are to current SMC students who are studying abroad in non-SMC programs.   
 
 The proposed courses will neither replace nor diminish state-funded offerings.  
The college will continue to offer a full state-supported schedule of courses.  The 
affiliated nonprofit will offer additional sections to accommodate students unable to 
obtain seats in the state-supported schedule.  The cost of these courses will be 
approximately $180 per credit.  Since most students will take the full-fee classes as a 
supplement to SMC’s regular offerings, the bulk of their courses will presumably come 
from state-supported offerings.   In the unlikely event that a student enrolled solely in the 
full-fee courses, two full-time 15 credit semesters would cost $5,700.   
 

Given the fact that SMC is heavily focused on transfer, and the students most 
likely to seek out full-fee offerings will do so to facilitate transfer, it is worth noting that 
the cost of this program compares favorably with the cost of the state’s other public 

                                                 
5 Id., at 14. 
6 Cal. Educ. Code § 78023. 
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higher education systems. California State University will, for the year beginning in Fall 
2012, charge full-time undergraduates $5,970, which when combined with the CSU 
average of campus-specific mandatory fees of $1,047, will result in average total fees of 
$7,017.  Given the substantial state subsidy supporting that figure, perhaps a more apt 
comparison is the cost of the California State University “Open University” and 
“Extended Studies” programs, both of which are fully fee supported.  Although the cost 
for these offering varies by campus and offering, currently advertised per credit fees for 
Winter Quarter 2012 at CSU Los Angeles are $334 per unit, or the equivalent of $12,024 
for a full-time program (12 units per quarter). 
 
II. Legal Basis for the Proposed Program 

 
 A. General Authority of California Community College District 

 Governing Boards 
 
 Individual California community college districts are afforded broad general 
authority under the “permissive code” understanding of their statutory mandate which has 
been adopted by the legislature.  The expansive statutory mandate is set forth in 
Education Code section 70902, which provides, in pertinent part:  

 
(a) Every community college district shall be under the 
control of a board of trustees, which is referred to herein as 
the ‘governing board.’  The governing board of each 
community college district shall establish, maintain, operate, 
and govern one or more community colleges in accordance 
with law.  In so doing, the governing board may initiate and 
carry on any program, activity, or may otherwise act in any 
manner that is not in conflict with or inconsistent with, or 
preempted by, any law and that is not in conflict with the 
purposes for which community college districts are 
established. . . . 

 
“The only limitation placed on a governing board’s authority under the permissive code 
is that the board may not act in any manner ‘in conflict with, or inconsistent with, or 
preempted by, any law.’ [Citation.]” (Service Employees Internal Union v. Board of 
Trustees, 47 Cal.App.4th 1661, 1665-1666, (1996).)  The Education Code contains no 
arguable prohibition on the type of program proposed by the SMCCD.  On the contrary, 
such a program is authorized by the Code.  Therefore, the general authority of the 
SMCCD, as provided under the permissive code, is more than sufficient to authorize the 
program. 
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B. Plain Language of Contract Education Statute 
 

 Education Code section 78021, allows community colleges to provide contract 
education programs to, among other entities, nonprofit corporations. There is no statutory 
limitation on what these corporations can do with the seats.    Regardless of its views of 
the program, the Chancellor’s office has no authority to regulate the activities of 
independent corporations that are not organized as auxiliary organizations to a 
community college.  Administrative officials have only those powers that have been 
expressly conferred, that are necessary for the due and efficient administration of powers 
expressly granted, or that may fairly be implied from the statute or regulation granting the 
powers. (See California Ins. Co. v. Deukmejian (1989) 48 Cal.3d 805, 824-825; Dickey v. 
Raisin Proration Zone No. 1 (1944) 26 Cal.2d 796, 810; Rich Vision Centers, Inc. v. 
Board of Medical Examiners (1983) 144 Cal.App.3d 110, 114; Stackler v. Department of 
Motor Vehicles (1980) 105 Cal.App.3d 240, 245.)  Such authority is neither expressly 
conferred nor fairly implied from Education Code section 70901, which lists the general 
powers of the Chancellor and the Community College Board of Governors.  Nor does the 
Chancellor have the authority to interfere with the freedom of contract of individual 
community college students who may choose to contract with such a nonprofit entity.  

 
 Further, there is no statutory basis for interference with SMC’s decision to provide 
contract education through an affiliated nonprofit corporation.7

 

 On the contrary, there is 
historical precedent for such programs.  The findings and related recommendations from 
the 1986, Study of Contractual Education Programs in the California Community 
Colleges, show that nonprofit corporations organized by community college districts 
were offering for-credit open-enrollment courses at the time the current contract 
education statute was enacted.  The report detailed the existence of independent nonprofit 
corporations that had been set up by districts to serve as affiliated contract education 
partners.  It noted the fact that they were not auxiliary organizations and various facts 
about the perceived advantages of and possible problems with such entities. 

 The Task Force appointed by the Chancellor to evaluate the results of the study 
then made the following remarks and recommendations regarding such organizations: 

                                                 
7 See, Cal. Code Regs., § 55170.  

Contract Courses: 
(a) Any course approved pursuant to section 55002 may be offered by a 
college through contract education pursuant to Education Code section 
78021. Approval of such a contract course may be required by other state 
agencies, but approval by the Chancellor is not required unless the course 
is part of a credit educational program subject to approval pursuant to 
section 55130 or is a noncredit course subject to approval pursuant to 
article 2 of this subchapter. (Neither of which apply here; emphasis 
added.) 
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Role of Foundations, Auxiliary Organizations and Other 
Corporations  
 
 The Contract Education Task Force is concerned with 
the use of nonprofit, 501(c) corporations to provide contract 
education when those corporations are not incorporated under 
the provisions for a community college auxiliary 
organization.  Among the areas of concern are: 
 

o The relationship of the district’s governing board to 
the nonprofit corporation’s board of directors. 

 
o The use of district facilities and equipment for contract 

classes operated by corporations. 
 

o The use of district-supported staff in nonprofit 
corporation administrative operations. 

 
o The loan of funds from a community college district to 

a corporation. 
 
Accordingly, the Task Force recommends: 
 
14. The Legislature should determine the legality and 
propriety of 501(c) non-profit corporations associated 
with but not under the control of the governing boards of 
local community college districts. 
 
 The Task Force is also concerned that there may be 
inappropriate use of a community college district’s name by 
those nonprofit, 501(c) corporations conducting contract 
instruction that are not organized as auxiliary organizations.  
The Task Force therefore recommends: 
 
15. Nonprofit, 501(c) corporations not organized as 
auxiliary organizations that are conducting contract 
education programs should be prohibited from using the 
name of a college district or a college of the district. 
 
16. Nonprofit, 501(c) corporations not organized as 
auxiliary organizations that are conducting contract 
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education programs should be prohibited from using 
community college district resources or staff without 
sufficient compensation to cover all costs. 

 
Legislators knew that several community college districts had incorporated 

nonprofit organizations to function as college affiliated contract education partners.  They 
were explicitly asked by the task force to determine whether such arrangements were 
legal.   Far from prohibiting them or restricting their use, the legislature subsequently 
enacted a statute that included light regulation of, but no prohibition on, the creation and 
use of such entities.8

 
   

 The exact arrangement proposed by SMC was not documented in the study, but 
that is hardly surprising: never has demand for community college courses grown so 
sharply or community college funding been diminished so dramatically during the same, 
very short, period of time.  There has never before been a time where, as demand shows it 
now is, this particular program format would have been seen as desirable by students.  In 
regulating affiliated nonprofit corporations, the legislature clearly anticipated their 
continued use; in regulating them so lightly, the legislature clearly intended to maintain 
broad local discretion about how they could be used. 
 

C. Authorization to Charge Fees 
 
 The Nursing Opinion, analyzed in greater detail below, discussed a proposed 
program that was similar to ours in several respects as if the college needed direct 
authorization to charge students the fees.  If so, there is authorization for community 
college districts to charge individual students directly within the contract education 
statute itself: section 78021 states that community college districts may contract with 
“any public or private agency, corporation, association, or any other person or body.” 
(Emphasis added.)  Therefore, it is arguable that community colleges could offer contract 
education courses on an individual basis to anyone who wished to contract with the 
college to attend a given course.  As explained in detail below, we believe the Nursing 
Opinion’s focus on direct charges is fundamentally misconceived 
 

D. SMC Will Not Charge Anyone Mandatory Fees in the Proposed 
Program  

 
 The underlying predicate for the statutory provisions regulating the fees that 
community colleges may charge students is that students who are enrolled in state 
supported programs should pay only what is statutorily authorized.  This principle is 

                                                 
8 Cal. Educ. Code, § 78023. 
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followed by the Chancellor’s Office in evaluating various optional fees.9

 

  Here, the entire 
program operates independent of state support.  Since the state is providing no support 
for the education of the students in the proposed program, and is being offered pursuant 
to a contract with a California nonprofit corporation, there is no rationale for the 
Chancellor’s Office to be involved in determining the price that students pay for the 
program. 

 The simple fact is that SMC is not going to charge students any fees for this 
program.  Under the contract education statute, community colleges may only provide 
contract education on a cost-for-service model where all costs are borne by the 
contracting entity.  In accordance with that law, SMC will charge the contract education 
partner entity for the full cost of the program.  We acknowledge that it is tempting to 
make an argument that such a program is equivalent to charging fees directly, but it is 
undeniably a different procedure with a distinct statutory basis.  Any form of “look 
through” or equivalency argument ignores these basic facts.   
 

Moreover, such arguments ignore the reality of how all contract education 
programs, conducted with or without affiliated nonprofits, actually work.  Suppose one, 
or even all, of the thousands of businesses that each year engage in contract education 
training with their local community colleges, offers access to that training to their 
employees only if they pay a fee to access it.  What possible basis would there be for the 
state to interfere with this practice?  There is none.  This is because there is absolutely no 
statutory basis upon which to dictate to entities that engage in contract education 
programs with community colleges how to allocate seats in the courses they purchase.  
Likewise, there is absolutely no basis upon which to regulate the SMC affiliated 
nonprofit corporation.  The legislature knew of and anticipated the continued existence of 
community college created nonprofit contract education partners when it drafted the 
current contract education statute:  it placed no restrictions on community college 
involvement with them or on their methods of allocating seats.    
 
 California community college students currently have the option to contract for 
additional courses from a variety of private providers.  Contract education provides them 
with an additional option.  National University currently has agreements to offer degree 
programs to District students on the campuses of both Cañada College and San Diego 
City College.  Annual tuition for these programs is currently listed at $11,436.   Palo Alto 
University currently offers degree programs on the campus of De Anza and Foothill 
colleges, the majority of which are taught by contracted Foothill-De Anza Faculty.  
Annual tuition for that program is currently listed at $17,901.  Variations on programs 
like these exist throughout the California community college system.  They are set up 
with various partners and are all facilitated to a greater or lesser extent by the use of 

                                                 
9 See generally, Chancellor’s Office Legal Opinion M 06-11, Student Fee Handbook. 
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services, facilities, and faculty obtained through contract with the community college 
district involved. What principled distinction is there between these programs and the 
proposed SMC program? 
 
 No fee a student may pay to access a contract education course can reasonably be 
considered a mandatory fee charged directly by a community college.  A student charged 
a fee by the contract education provider is making an optional payment no different from 
similar payments the student might make to other private education providers.  There is 
nothing in the Education Code that regulates the student’s choice to pay for optional 
contract education programs.10

 
  

III. The Nursing Opinion 
 
A. Overview 
 

 The Nursing Opinion (Chancellor’s Office Legal Opinion O 06-08) evaluated the 
legality of a proposed contract education program involving nursing education.  A 
hospital, which had contracted with a community college to provide nursing education to 
its in-house nurses-in-training, expressed interest in advertising extra seats in the program 
to the general public.  If this had come to pass, the program would have been open to 
members of the general public who the hospital would charge for the cost of including 
them in the program.   
 
 As explained below, the Chancellor’s Office responded to the proposed program 
by producing a result-oriented legal opinion that completely ignored the contract 
education statute.  It then set forth a variety of arguments premised on the threat posed by 
avaricious community college administrators who might use nefarious “front” entities set 
up as mechanisms to charge students “fees of any magnitude and pass them on to the 
college.”  Although we recognize that the potential for abuse of the contract education 
statute exists, we suggest it would be best addressed through legislation or by responding 
to the occurrence of actual abuses rather than by speculation about behavior likely from 
community college administrators as a class. 
 

                                                 
10 Many California K-12 school districts are now offering fee-based summer school programs through affiliated non-
profit organizations.  These programs are intended to provide additional education opportunities in the face of 
funding cutbacks that preclude state-supported summer school programs.  On March 15, 2012, the Board of 
Education of the Santa Monica-Malibu Unified School District approved the Santa Monica-Malibu Education 
Foundation’s Ed Ahead program, a fee-based, for-credit high school summer school. 
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 B. Students Are Charged No Fees by the Community College District in  
  Open-Access Contract Education and Therefore Whether Direct  
  Authorization to Do so Exists Is Irrelevant 

 
 The Nursing Opinion’s focus on the District’s statutory basis for directly charging 
student fees is in error.  Under title 5, section 51012, of the California Code of 
Regulations, “[t]he governing board of a community college district may only establish 
such mandatory student fees as it is expressly authorized to establish by law.”  We 
believe that if the district did intend to charge such fees, the authorization to do so exists 
in section 78021.  Regardless, like the college discussed in the Nursing Opinion, SMC is 
not going to charge fees directly to students: contract education works on a service-for-
cost model where the district recovers, as required by statute, all costs from the 
contracting entity alone.   The contracting entity will collect money from the students. 
 
 The contract education statute requires that, when engaged in contract education 
programs, “community college districts shall recover, from all revenue sources, including 
but not necessarily limited to, public and private sources, or any combination thereof, an 
amount equal to, but not less than, the actual costs, including administrative costs, 
incurred in providing these programs or training,” (Cal. Educ. Code § 78021(b)).  The 
statute further specifies that colleges contracting with nonprofit corporations “shall not 
employ the resources and staff of a community college without full compensation for all 
related costs” (Cal. Educ. Code § 78023(b)).   The statute does not, however, say 
anything about how, when, or if, the individual students in the courses which community 
colleges provide to contract education partners, must be charged for participation in 
contract education.  The obvious explanation for this is the fact that, since contract 
education works on a service-for-cost rather than a fee-for-service model, the students are 
under no obligation to pay fees directly to the college.   
 
 C. The Nursing Opinion Attacks a Straw Person 
 
 Regardless, since the author of the Nursing Opinion was convinced that an 
exception to the direct fee requirement must exist for an open-access contract education 
program to be legal, he sought an exemption to it in the fee statute.  Section 76300(e)(3) 
exempts contract education students from the fee as follows: 

 
Students enrolled in credit contract education courses 
pursuant to Section 78021, if the entire cost of the course, 
including administrative costs, is paid by the public or private 
agency, corporation, or association with which the district is 
contracting and if these students are not included in the 
calculation of the full-time equivalent students (FTES) of that 
district. 
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This means that, as is clear from the legislative analysis cited in the opinion, individuals 
should not have to pay a fee on top of the full reimbursement already paid by the contract 
education provider.  As noted in the opinion, this bill’s authors introduced the legislation 
to stop a “duplicative and costly” fee.  The simplest explanation of this is that an 
administrative policy without statutory foundation was causing the students of classes 
that had already been fully paid for to pay an additional fee, businesses asked to have this 
practice stopped because it made no sense, and the legislature complied.  There is no 
plausible rationale for making a contract education purchaser pay such a fee.  Suggesting, 
that the rational is “to make sure that the full cost of the course ‘is paid by the public or 
private agency,’” shows how unlikely your interpretation is:  the contract education 
statute explicitly mandates that all costs must be paid by the contracting entity.  Since 
contract education legislation was enacted to encourage and regularize its use by outside 
entities, its drafters would never have countenanced the inclusion of what is effectively a 
penalty for using the service.  Further, had the contract education statute included 
language which required the recovery of full costs plus a variable per-student-per-credit 
fee, the provision would inevitably have been excised due to its evident irrationality.   
 
 Moreover, it is difficult to understand the sense in which the fee could be 
considered “duplicative” unless the full-cost recovery paid by the contracting entity 
constituted the totality of expected revenues.  Although the legislative analysis states that 
districts had previously been required to charge the fee, as argued above, it is very 
unlikely that this was intended by the drafters of the contract education statute.  The 
statute requires only that all possible costs are covered and specifically excludes contract 
education students from FTES, thereby relieving the state of any responsibility to provide 
funding for them.  There is no evidence of whether the practice of requiring this 
duplicative fee was widespread or singular, but regardless of the extent to which the 
practice was in place at the time section 76300(e)(3) was enacted, it is impossible to 
believe that the intent of the legislature that enacted the contract education statute was 
that community college districts charge this premium on top of the costs explicitly 
required in the statute.   
 
 Additionally, the legislature’s response to the Task Force recommendations in the 
Study of Contractual Education Programs in the California Community Colleges 
constitutes a strong indication of legislative intent that supports our position.  Not only 
could legislators easily foresee the use to which we propose putting contract education, 
they were fully aware that districts were using contract education in substantially similar 
ways at the time they drafted the current statute. 
 
 The implausibility of the position taken by your office is made clear by the strange 
result of your opinion in L01-19, which discusses contract education with international 
students. There, the position taken was that since there was no specific exemption, then 
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international student tuition had to be charged on top of the cost of the contract 
education.11

 

  Non-resident tuition is, and was at the time the contract education statute 
was enacted, calculated to pay the full cost of providing a non-resident student’s 
education.  Therefore, the position taken in L01-19 is that in order to provide contract 
education to an entity that will be allowing nonresident students to attend the class, the 
college providing the class must charge exactly twice what it costs to produce the class.  
This is not only illogical, but also directly contradicts the clear language of the contract 
education statute, which allows contract education to be provided “within or outside of 
the state,” and requires only that all costs be recovered.  If the legislature intended to 
require contracts for courses that enrolled out-of-state students to cost double all other 
courses, it presumably would have said so.  Moreover, the fact that the contract education 
statute lacks any residency requirement (or reference to age, dependency, or public 
benefit status, etc.) for the students involved in contract education courses, when the 
effects of residency status are discussed with such frequency in the rest of the code, 
further supports the explanation that student characteristics are irrelevant to contract 
education.   

 In the alternative, suppose that the assumption of the Nursing Opinion and 
International Contract Education opinion is correct: that the default is for individual 
contract education students to be charged per-unit fees and that explicit statutory 
authorization for a community college to do so is required.  Regardless of whether the 
contract education partner or the college itself would charge such a fee, it is authorized by 
section 78021, which states that community college districts may contract with “any 
public or private agency, corporation, association, or any other person or body.”12

 
   

IV. Evaluating the Effects of SMC’s Proposed Program 
 
 The possible effects of SMC’s proposed program will inevitably be the subject of 
an important public debate.  No doubt, the debate will also focus on how the program fits 
into the mission of California community colleges.  This being the case, it is important to 
acknowledge that the legislature that drafted the current contract education statute was 
asked to evaluate this very question and that in response they drafted legislation that 
acknowledged and endorsed a role for community college programs of this kind.  The 
task force recommendations on which they based their legislation made the following 
claims about the positive benefits of contract education programs: 

                                                 
11 The opinion justified this position by stating that, “The purpose of charging nonresident tuition is, as 
we stated in Legal Opinion 85-2, "to ensure that state funds are not used to support nonresidents." As 
such, the Legislature provided several options for districts to charge additional fees to students who are 
both foreign residents and citizens. (Ed. Code, §§ 76141 and 76142.)” 01-19, at 1-2. 
12 The individual arguments in the second half of the Nursing Opinion have only tangential relation to the 
statutes and legislative history relevant to this issue.  Treating them here would detract from the 
discussion.  
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The Task Force believes that contract education has positive 
benefits for the client company or agency, students and the 
participating community college.  These include: 
 

o Enhancement of relationships with local business and 
industry, labor and government. 

o Reaching students who would perhaps not otherwise 
be served 

o Attracting students to the college and the regular 
college program 

o Creation of additional job opportunities for students 
o An opportunity to serve the local community. 
o Updating of curriculum. 
o Staff development for the college faculty 
o Acquisition of additional equipment or resources 

through donations or direct purchase.13

 
 

 SMC’s program will provide all of these benefits, as well as providing hope for a 
generation of community college students, a large and growing percentage of which is 
being asked to put their dreams on hold.  As Chancellor Jack Scott stated in his “State of 
the Community Colleges” address on March 22, 2012:   “Dreams are necessary to live.  If 
we keep dashing college dreams and denying opportunities for Californians, we’re going 
to lose our best and brightest to other states which will only further exacerbate our state’s 
economic situation.”14

 
 

 A. Chancellor’s Office Access Initiative 
 

 Determinations of what policies will promote Access and Equity in the community 
college system are heavily context dependent.  The Chancellor’s Office appears to 
recognize this.  Although in its 2006 Nursing Opinion the Chancellor’s Office was quite 
strident in its condemnation of the proposed program, more recently it has affirmatively 
promoted a very similar program. 
 
 The Chancellor’s Office 2006 Nursing Opinion is a result-oriented attempt to 
support the belief that allowing individuals to access contract education courses would 
create a class-based division in access to California’s community college programming 

                                                 
13 Study of Contractual Education Programs in the California Community Colleges, at 32. 
14 California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office, California Community Colleges Chancellor Jack 
Scott Returns to Pasadena City College for “State of Community Colleges” Address, Tackles Impact of 
Budget, at 2, March 22, 2012. 
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that is contrary to its egalitarian mission.  The opinion asserts that such programs would 
“create a whole new mechanism by which colleges may charge students for the full cost 
of providing them with instruction,” thereby leading to the establishment of “a system of 
educational opportunity stratified based on wealth.” (Opn. O 06-08, at 3.)   Especially for 
programs that are severely impacted, the stated fear was that allowing such arrangements 
“would create two classes of students—those who can afford to pay whatever the market 
will bear to have access to community college education and those who cannot afford this 
luxury and must sit on a waiting list or participate in a lottery for one of the precious few 
slots in the publicly-supported [] program to become available.” (Id., at 3.) 
 
 The Chancellor’s Office’s proposed partnership with the for-profit Kaplan 
University shows that the current crisis may have changed its views significantly.  Faced 
with severe system-wide capacity shortages that were delaying student progress towards 
degrees, the Chancellor’s Office attempted to mitigate the capacity problem by 
contracting with for-profit Kaplan University to provide lower division courses to 
students at all campuses in the California community college system at the “discounted” 
rate of $216 per credit hour.  In addition to funneling transfer students to Kaplan, the 
second advertised goal of the program was to permit community college students “to 
enroll into certain mutually agreed courses under the University-CCC single course 
program (Single Courses) with [Kaplan] while completing their degree program at their 
local” community college, i.e. to create increased capacity in desirable but impacted 
courses at a higher rate for any student willing to pay for it.15   For dual enrolled 
California community college students in the Kaplan program who enrolled to access 
required classes they could not get at their home college, the arrangement would look 
identical to the contract education program proposed by SMC.  But for the lower cost, 
higher quality, and greater ease of transferring credits (the Kaplan agreement was 
ultimately scrapped when the CSU and UC systems refused to accept its courses for 
transfer),16

 

 the SMC program will be essentially the same as the Kaplan program 
promoted by the Chancellor’s Office.    

 B. SMC’s Current Situation 
 
 For this current year, 2011-2012, total funding for the state community college 
system has decreased 14 percent system-wide since 2007-2008, from $6.7 billion to $5.8 
billion (this assumes the February deficit factor). State general fund support during this 
same period has declined by a remarkable 23 percent. The current state budget for 2013-
2014 makes $300 million of any improvements in funding dependent on a tax initiative 
on the November ballot and assumes an ability to restore funding to the levels originally 
                                                 
15 November 24, 2009, Memorandum of Understanding between Kaplan University and the California 
Community College Chancellor’s Office, at 1. 
16 Keller, J., California Community Colleges End Controversial Deal With Kaplan U., The Chronicle of 
Higher Education, August 25, 2010. 
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envisioned for 2011-2012.   
 
 SMC has lost a proportionate amount in state determined funding. This loss in 
funding has corresponded to a 15 percent reduction in SMC’s course offerings.  In 2008-
2009, SMC offered 7,430 credit sections.  In 2011-2012, the number has fallen to 6,288, 
a reduction of 1,142 credit sections.  If the November ballot initiative fails, and SMC’s 
funding continues to fall as predicted, the potential reduction in credit sections due to the 
combination of expected deficit factors, increased costs, and exhaustion of reserves 
would lead to a combined 20% reduction in course offerings since 2008-2009. 
 
 It is impossible to provide a specific count of the number of students SMC has 
turned away during this period, or to quantify the financial and personal costs to the many 
students who have been involuntarily under-enrolled or unable to enroll in the classes 
they need to make degree progress.  System-wide estimates indicate that hundreds of 
thousands of students have been turned away from California community colleges since 
2008-2009.  The Community College League of California estimates that without the 
passage of the November tax initiative, California community colleges will be forced to 
turn away between 148,000 to 241,500 additional students in the 2012-2013 academic 
year.  As one of the most popular campuses in the system, SMC alone is turning away 
tens of thousands of students each year.  In light of the CSU system’s recent 
announcement that it plans to freeze enrollment for Spring 2013, and to wait-list all 
applicants for Fall 2014, SMC will inevitably be facing even greater student demand in 
the year ahead. 
 
 C. The Students That SMC Is Turning Away Face Bleak Educational  
  Alternatives 
 
 The for-profit education industry has approached the crisis of California’s 
community colleges as a growth opportunity.  Jane Patton, past president of the 
Academic Senate for California Community Colleges, has stated that “The population 
that is being pushed out [of community colleges] is the most needy.  These are the most 
vulnerable students that the for-profits have preyed on.”17

                                                 
17 Kirkham, K., Community College Budget Cuts Drive Students to For-Profit Schools, Huffington Post, 
December 30, 2011. 

  In addition to hurting 
economically disadvantaged students, recent cuts to offerings and services have 
disproportionately impacted underrepresented students.  Statistics from a six-year 
outcome study of California community college students show that under-represented 
students are leaving community colleges to attend for-profit institutions in 
disproportionate numbers. Among transfer students originally enrolled at community 
colleges in Los Angeles County, the percentage who went on to enroll in for-profit 
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institutions was 6% for White students, 7% for Asian/Pacific Islanders, 19% for Blacks, 
and 16% for Hispanics.18

 
 

 Anecdotal evidence suggests that students who leave community colleges to enter 
for-profits do so because they cannot access the classes they need to make degree 
progress.  Many view immediate enrollment in a for-profit program as preferable to long 
waits for the classes they need to make degree progress or the uncertain chances of 
obtaining a spot in a vocational training program.  Yet statistics show that few students 
that enroll in for-profits are well-served by that decision.  The National Center on 
Education Statistics finds that baccalaureate graduation rates for students in for-profit 
institutions are less than one-half those for students enrolled in public universities.19  
Nationally, for-profit colleges spend less than one-third of what public universities spend 
per student yet charge an average of twice as much.20  And while for-profits enroll only 
ten percent of post-secondary students, forty-five percent of the students who default on 
federal loans attended for-profit institutions.21

 
 

 There is simply no question that the neediest students are hurt the most by the 
status quo.  Every semester that graduation is delayed represents a massive opportunity 
cost that is borne easily by wealthy students.  When they make the choice to aggressively 
invest in their education, wealthier students avoid for-profit institutions and attend non-
selective private schools, thereby avoiding the predatory pricing and low quality of for-
profits.  Increasingly, it is poor students, and an inordinate percentage of under-
represented students, whose frustration with the status quo leads them to succumb to the 
aggressive on-campus recruitment efforts of for-profit institutions. 
 
 D. Effects on Access and Equity  
 
 Are the ideals of Access and Equity best served by retaining low fees and forcing 
community colleges to gradually shut themselves down for lack of funding, or by 
allowing students to make decisions about the amount they are willing to invest to 
complete their educational goals in a timely manner? 
 
 The changes in California’s post-secondary landscape have been so dramatic over 
the last few years that commitment to the values of Access and Equity requires a re-
evaluation of the idea of open-access contract education.  When offered at full-cost, 
SMC’s offerings remain below the tuition cost of similar courses at CSU, and our smaller 
class sizes provide students with more individualized attention and better learning 
                                                 
18 C. Moore, C., and Shulock, N., Divided We Fail: Improving Completion and Closing Racial Gaps in 
California’s Community Colleges, Institute for Higher Education Leadership and Policy, October 2010. 
19 National Center for Education Statistics, The Condition of Education 2011, at 73 (May, 2011).   
20 Id., at 135.   
21 Id., at 132-33. 
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outcomes.  A large and growing percentage of SMC’s capacity is lying fallow even as we 
turn students away.  Students are desperate for access to our programs and we have a 
method to provide that access at a reasonable price.  Given these facts, it seems perverse 
to withhold such programming purportedly to promote access, thereby driving students to 
for-profits or out of higher education altogether. 
 
 It is offensively paternalistic to suggest that students can’t make rational decisions 
about whether accessing such courses will help them.  SMC is proposing a high-quality, 
reasonably-priced means of adding substantial student capacity at a time when the state is 
effectively cutting capacity each semester.  Students should be allowed to decide whether 
they wish to access this capacity rather than having its creation thwarted in a misguided 
attempt to protect them.  
 
 Finally, there is a very real principle of local control at stake.  Local residents have 
paid for a large-capacity campus by repeatedly approving local bond measures.  As noted 
above, SMC has been forced to cut as many as 1,142 credit sections each year since 
2008, due to loss of funding.  This is more than the total number of courses offered at a 
substantial number of the community colleges in the state.  If any of those colleges were 
shut down, their local communities would be quite justifiably outraged.  SMC faces a 
situation where a fifth of our capacity to provide for-credit courses may soon be shut 
down because of the state’s diminishing funding.  Opponents of this program should be 
clear about what point in our ongoing shut-down, perhaps a full quarter or third or even 
half, we will be allowed to let students themselves choose whether to access education by 
paying, or whether equality of access to the lottery of ever-diminishing state-funded 
educational opportunities is good enough for California’s community college students. 
 
V. Conclusion 
 
 This program is legal.  The drafters of the contract education statute were aware 
that college affiliated nonprofit corporations were offering contract education at the time 
the current contract education statute was written. The fact that they regulated these 
corporations shows that they anticipated their continued existence.  The only regulations 
they placed on them involved the use of college names in advertising and a prohibition on 
the unpaid use of university resources.  Legislators were also aware that open-access 
contract education, with dual-enrolled community college students, was taking place 
when they wrote the contract education statute, and they did nothing to prevent its 
continuance. 
 
 SMC believes it has a responsibility to do whatever it can to mitigate the dire 
prospects that many would-be California college students are facing.  Students who are 
confronted with ever narrowing options deserve aggressive and innovative actions on 
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their behalf.  To avoid the creation of a lost generation, SMC is committed to create as 
much capacity and as many opportunities for students as it can.   
 
 If we allow the capacity of California’s community colleges to continually 
diminish without offering alternatives to the public, we abandon the thousands of 
students we are turning away.  Our obligation to the students we are currently pushing 
towards high-cost low-quality for-profit institutions, or out of higher education all 
together, dictates that we bring alternatives to the public.  It is beyond question that our 
most disadvantaged students are disproportionately damaged by the status quo. 
 
 SMC views itself as facing a choice: we can quietly manage our decline, while 
allowing a large and growing portion of our institutional capacity to lie fallow, or we can 
find a way to open up our unfunded capacity to the students who desperately need access 
to it.  The proposed program creates a legal, efficient, and quickly scalable model for 
putting the dormant resources of California’s community colleges back to work in the 
service of educating students.  This being the case, it is our sincere hope that the 
Chancellor will assertively support and promote its development. 
 
       Sincerely yours, 
 
 
 
       ROBERT M. MYERS 
 
RMM:r 
 
cc:  Dr. Chui L. Tsang, Superintendent/President 
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